CONCERT: Piloot meets Oceantied, 4th May at 8:30 pm

Piloot is a trio of «Trans-Improvised» which is
composed of the flautist Florian Guibert, the double
bassist Cyrille de Haes and the drummer Jean-Philippe
De Gheest Influenced by complementary musical
influences (jazz,rock,world and electronic music) the 3
accomplished musicians let go of all musical
apprehensions while playing and surrender to the joys

of spontaneous composition.In search of new
sensations, this powerful trio seeks the imaginary and
exchange.
Oceantied is the solo electronic project started by Until
We Last guitarist Ketan Bahirat and is an exploration of
Ketan’s electronic music headspace. Oceantied’s music
can ambient, dancey, upbeat or anything in between.
His music explores two main sides of the spectrum
with downtempo tracks, alongside fast-paced footwork
& jungle music.
Venue: The Humming Tree

THEATRE: Emil’s Enemies, 7th and 8th May at 3:30 pm & 7:30 pm

Emil’s Enemies is a play around the last assassination
attempt on Adolf Hitler. Emil was the code name given
by the German underground for Hitler. Many senior
military officers were part of the underground. There
were numerous attempts to assassinate Hitler. All of
them failed. Many of the assassination plots involved
an officer in the German Military Intelligence, Hans von

Dohnanyi. The group included a Lutheran priest,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who went on to become one of
the greatest icons of Protestant theology. This
internationally acclaimed play is by an American
playwright, Prof. Douglas Huff, who holds two faculty
positions – one in playwriting and one in philosophy.
Prof. Huff will be in Bengaluru for the performances.
Tickets on Bookmyshow:
https://in.bookmyshow.com/plays/emilsenemies/ET00040622
Venue: Alliance Française auditorium

EXHIBITION: Le Corbusier, the Play of Light, 12th to 29th May all day

Ajay Bhatia is a documentary photographer from
Chandigarh engaged in travel, event and architectural

photography. His works explores the contemporary
spirit and lifestyle of modern cities and the traditional
essence, heritage and culture of historical cities, towns
and villages of India. He is also interested in
documenting the rhythms, colors and energy of the
traditional dance, music and folk art of India.
The present exhibition is his third exhibition in as many
years.
Venue: Alliance Française Atrium

AF CINEMA: Bird People, 13th May at 6:30 pm

Pascale Ferran – 2012 – Action drama – 2h7mins

In an airport hotel on the outskirts of Paris, a Silicon
Valley engineer abruptly chucks his job, breaks things
off with his wife, and holes up in his room. Soon, fate
draws him and a young French maid together. Audrey,
a student, works as a hotel maid. In the same hotel
Gary Newman, an American business man visiting Paris
deliberately misses his flight and decides to quit his
job, divorce his wife and remain in Paris.
Free and open to all // Subtitled in English
Venue: Alliance Française auditorium

PLAY READING: “8” The Play by Dustin Lance Black, 15th May at 5:00 pm
On the occasion of the International Day Against
Homophobia, Transphobia, and Biphobia on May
17th, AFB and BLT would like to invite you to the
reading of the play “8” by Dustin Lance Black.
The play attempts to demystify the debate around
marriage equality, set a historical context to marriage,
show the human cost of discrimination and uncover
the arguments used to justify bans on marriage for
same sex couples.
Venue: Alliance Française classroom 7

AF COOKOUT: Desserts with Cyril NICOLAI, 17th May at 1:00 pm

Voilà a perfect recipe for any occasion … or for any
greedy envy! This Charlotte au chocolat holds many

secrets that our chef Cyril is eager to unveil mount
whites, use chocolate , make a syrup and for sure a
chocolate mousse as well the famous ‘Lady
Finger’biscuits. With this course you will become the
Best Pastry for sure! Enjoy this time with us on 16th
May.
Organised in collaboration with Café Noir Restaurants,
this will be a monthly affair with different themes for
each session.
AF Students and members: 500 INR; Others: 1000 INR
Limited seats.
For registration: thierry@cafenoir.co.in or
communication.bangalore@afindia.org
Venue: Alliance Française cafeteria

CINE FORUM MELIES: Radiostars, 26th May at 7:00 pm

Romain Levy – 2011 – Comédie– 1h40mins

Ben is in full professional failure as well as sentimental:
he who dreamed of becoming a comedian in New York
returned “empty-handed” in Paris. He meets Alex, cohost of a morning star on the Blast FM radio, the
Breakfast Club. Alex is surrounded by Cyril, an
irresponsible man in his forties, and Arnold, popular
band leader. Ben is hired to write skits. But it’s when a
tidal wave suddenly shakes the station: the listeners on
Breakfast Club are plummeting. The radio then sends
the band in a bus to roam the roads of France to win
back their audience …
Free and open to all // Subtitled in English
Venue: Alliance Française auditorium

